
                       LOIS GRIFFEL SUPPLY LIST (INDOOR WORKSHOP) 

ART SUPPLIES  
These are suggestions. Feel free to bring additional colors. Winslow Art Center provides both 
standing and tabletop studio easels and tray tables  

PHOTOS 
Lois Griffel will supply the photos for the class, however, please feel free to bring your own. 

COLORS  
Because Lois encourages you to explore color boldly and fearlessly, you must feel free to 
experiment with paint. Although you always get the best results with top of the line pigments, all 
manufacturers have a line of less expensive paint. These are more desirable than the very cheap, 
generic brands that you might find in hardware stores.  
 
For example, Winsor-Newton makes a series of colors called Winsor. Winsor Red is less saturated 
and more fugitive than the more expensive Cadmium Red. There are though, many good quality 
paints available that are not costly, such Utrecht, and Van Gogh.  
 
When selecting student grade paint, make sure the colors are not too thin and oily when squeezed 
out onto a palette. Very cheap, generic paints are made with fillers and extra oil, and do not have 
strong saturation and mixing properties. These can impede your progress and can end up costing 
you more in the long run!  
 
Because they are not standardized, names of colors may be different than those listed here. I will 
explain them in detail in order to help you make your selection. Try to choose your colors 
according to the listed descriptions and open the caps, if possible, to really see what they look 
like.  
 
This list includes only the most important colors. The preferred colors are starred.* It is not 
necessary to buy all of them!  
 
  Cadmium Lemon Yellow - This is the lightest and coolest yellow 
*Cadmium Yellow Pale - This warm, luminous yellow is the primary yellow of the color wheel. 
*Cadmium Yellow -Darker in value than Cad Yellow Pale and lighter than Cad Orange.  
*Cadmium Orange - Cadmium orange is a true secondary color.  
*Cadmium Scarlet (warm red) –This should be a vibrant cherry red pigment  
*Permanent Rose A true transparent rose color.  
*Alizarin Crimson or *Permanent Magenta -Both transparent, one warm, the other cooler  
*Purple Any pigment with the name magenta, mauve, purple or violet .  
*Ultramarine Blue - A dark, transparent blue 
*Cerulean Blue - A relatively warm blue.  
  Cobalt Blue - warmer than Ultramarine Blue, cooler than Cerulean  
*Yellow Ochre – A warm gold earth tone  
  Burnt Sienna- Darker redder earth tones  
  White -Titanium has great covering power and opacity. Thinner and more transparent whites are      
also available, so you should experiment to decided which you prefer. Regardless of your choice, 
make sure you carry a large tube of it! 
Please- do not bring or buy any green  paints! 

WATER SOLUBLE PAINTS 
Water-soluble oil paints offer colors as rich and saturated as regular oils. They have the advantage 



of drying quickly, but not as fast as acrylics. They feel like oils without the plastic quality of 
acrylic paint. Using one of the drying mediums made by the manufacturers, paintings are dry to 
the touch the next day. Paint left overnight on the palette remains moist and flexible. Lois 
recommends Lukas Berliner Water Soluble paint. Their pigments are really gorgeous, moist and 
fluid. Do not run out and buy these paints and then immediately take them on a painting trip. Give 
yourself plenty of time to get used to them before leaving for a workshop. 

PASTELS  
The color theory taught at the school can be easily applied to pastel, which makes it an excellent 
medium for learning color. Degas used pastels to the fullest potential, exploiting its vitality and 
brilliance.  
 
It is most importance to have a big selection of colors. Many artists use Rembrandt pastels for the 
foundation of their painting, supplementing them with softer but more expensive brands for 
finishing notes. A large set of 300 Rembrandt pastels may seem like a huge investment, but it is 
actually the least expensive way to start. Pastels last for a long time so that you will get many 
paintings out of a large set. Don't skimp!  
 
ACRYLICS 
Most Acrylic paint dry too quickly to be used outdoors while learning this technique because it 
requires mixing wet colors into wet. However, many artists apply what they have learned to 
acrylic painting and are extremely pleased with the results. Hawthorne’s color theory, is, after all, 
adaptable to all mediums. 

Open Acrylics made by Golden are slow drying, which makes them much more versatile and 
easier to use. Open Acrylics can be re-wetted and work much better with the color theory. You 
will need a Sta-Wet palette set up, which is available in all art catalogs and stores.  If you use 
regular acrylics, please bring extenders or mediums that are designed to keep them from drying 
too quickly on the painting surfaces.  
 
DRAWING MATERIALS  
You will need something with which to draw simple shapes and outlines before starting to paint.  
 
Pastels are excellent because they are actually dried oil pigments and the compositional outline 
mixes well with oil paint. Unfortunately, they tend to crumble when jarred around in a paint box. 
A good alternative is either Carbothello or Prismatic Pencils instead. Carbothello’s are pastel 
pencils that can be conveniently sharpened into points for thin sketch lines. Their pastel quality 
can sometimes crack when carried in a paint box or easel so the next best drawing tool are the 
Prismatic pencils. They are slicker than the Carbothellos and don’t mix into the oil paints as well, 
but they rarely break when sharpened. The colors chosen for these sketches should light in value, 
but discernible on the white boards. Lois usually uses light blue or green.  
 
Very important: Please bring a small sketch pad and some sketch pencils with you. 

THE PALETTE 
If using a paper palette, purchase a large paper palette pad to hold the squeezed colors and then 
place a smaller pad on it. When the smaller mixing palette is covered, simply tear off that page 
and you instantly have a fresh surface to work on.  
 
PALETTE KNIVES  
At first, using a palette knife feels similar to frosting a cake-unwieldy, stiff, and foreign. It is 
intended to keep painters from focusing on insignificant details and being too preoccupied with 
doing a 'finished' painting.   



You may not think so at first, but the knife really becomes enjoyable. It is easier to clean than a 
brush, you need fewer knives than brushes and you don't need to carry additional items such as 
brush cleaning mediums and containers. It really lightens the load when walking to painting sites.  
 
A palette knife should allow you to spread a lot of color while the point makes it easy to paint thin 
strokes and a bit of detail. Lois recommends a knife that is about 2 inches in length with a pointed 
tip. Everyone likes different sizes, and strength, so it might be best to bring 2-3.  
 
BRUSHES  
Please bring at least 5 brushes in varying sizes such as 2,4,6,8. Brush types are a personal choice. 
Lois uses bristle brushes, not the softer type such as sable.  
 
SOLVENTS & MEDIUMS  
Gamsol 
Gamblin Solvent-free Gel. It dries quickly, and comes in two sizes in very portable tubes. 
NO turpentine, turpenoid or mineral spirits!  
 
PAINTING PANELS AND CANVAS 
Following are suggestions for all types of painting panels.  
 
Please have two prepared panels per day. Many people work very quickly and can complete three 
or four paintings per day. If you are such an artist bring extra. 

There are a number of excellent, professionally-manufactured gessoed panels on the market. 
There are many good brands such as Panelli, Ambersand, (not their smooth surface) Fresco Art 
Panels, and Ray Mar. Only buy gessoed panels made with real board or panels that have good 
quality linen glued onto their surface.  
 
Avoid products only called “canvas board”  unless they say “archival and acid free.” Cheap 
canvas board is very porous, causing paint to dry too rapidly. If you do buy canvas board, prime 
them with at least two additional layers of gesso. This will create a less absorbent painting surface 
making it easier to spread paint. If choosing linen panels, Centurian” oil primed linen canvas 
panels are the best. 

 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Paper Towels  
Hand Mirror - A hand mirror is useful for giving you a new point of view of your painting.  
Notepad  


